Childhood Foundation of
the Madarász Street Hospital
Nothing is more important, than our children! This is why the Childhood Foundation was
created by the coworkers of the Madarasz Street Children Hospital and Polyclinic in 1990 in
order to ensure a high level health care for the little patients, and for up-dating our paediatric
care. From that time the Foundation helped our hospital with more than 200 Million forints!
This big amount of money originated from donations and from the 1% of personal taxes of people.
So by the advent of the civil sphere we got the possibility for improving the children’s care!
Since 2006, our institution operates together with the Heim Pál Children’s Hospital under a
common lead, but we provide - as before - at our original place full service for infants and
children in the Madarász Street Hospital with the essential support of our Foundation.
From the time of integration of the two biggest children’shospitals, our institution is responsible
for the whole hemato-oncology and premature’s care.
Owing to this big task, the Childhood Foundation decided to participate in financing of the
urgent enlarging of the Intensive Care Unit in the Madarasz street Hospital. This is our next
important project of to which we are awaiting the help from our former and future supporters.

Objectives of the Foundation:
- to replace the instruments lacking, to enlarge and up-date the set of devices and
instruments of the Hospital, to renovate the Hospital and its institutions, to enlarge it by
reconstructions,
- to support the local adaption of up-to-date home and international medical procedures,
- to support the training and professional development of our coworkers,
- to support efforts for easing the hospital stay of the children, for improving the nursing
conditions and for making possible for parents to stay with their children int he Hospital.
How can you help?
By offering your 1% of personal tax to our Foundation, which for you is free of costs and
only the task to give the name and the tax number of our Foundation.in your tax return form.
Our tax number: 19624617-1-41.
Our Foundation gladly welcomes every offer, we are grateful for every forint which we can
use for healing our small patients. Your kind support can be arranged either by bank transfer,
or by using the postal check by providing your name and tax number.
Our bank account number: 11713005-20067481
We count on financial support from both individuals and firms, civil organisations, donors
from home and abroad.
We also take any other kind of donations, material gifts, maintainance, helping in
renovations, printing or PR activity, etc.
According to the judge’s ruling 12 P.K. 63 753/17, the Foundation is an organisation of public utility.
Residence of the Foundation:
H-1131 Budapest, Madarász V. Street 22-24
Telefon: 36 1 450 3704, Fax: 36 1 450 3779

(Int he building of the Hospital )

Keeping contact
Office leader:
Marianna Singer-Tóth
Tel: 06 20 489 51 06
e-mail: gyermekkor.alapitvany@chello.hu

President of the Board of Trustee’s
Dr. János Kemény, head pediatrician
Tel: 06 20 968 41 39
e-mail: dr.kemeny.janos@gyerekkor.hu
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